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Third’s Lawsuit

T

he suit was settled in a mutually
agreed upon set of conditions and
monetary award from PCM. The money
which appeared in Third’s account and
was publicly noted at a finance committee
meeting in July was in excess of $300,000.
Despite the overblown comments that the
suit cost millions coming again and again
from the delusionary quarter, the legal
bills were well covered in the settlement.
Hopefully we can end further protracted
discussion by moving on and employing
(with slight modifications) an Israeli holiday dinner pronouncement, “They tried
to kill us, we won, let’s eat.”

Dec. 19th for which residents foot the bill…
again without their knowledge or vote of approval. We believe Directors deserve our
thanks for the yearlong work they put in and
many of us are planning to dine out and
drink a toast to them…but we are dining on
our own dime. To let them know we appreciate their efforts it would be nice that all who
dine will sign a thank you card and send it to
them c/o Lloyd Foster, GRF President. If you
would like to participate in a Dine on Our
Own Dime dinner, just gather some friends
and go for it!
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Holiday Dinner

S

peaking of holidays, once again most
Directors are gathering to celebrate
the season at a lavish holiday dinner on
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